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A Day In The Garden With 
Dr. Wang Guoliang 

—  Anita Clevenger 
 

If a tree falls in the forest 
and there is no one is around 
to hear it, does it make a 
sound?  If a rose has been 
grown in gardens for a thou-
sand years in China, did it 
exist before a European plant 

explorer “discovered” it? 

Philosophers will continue 
to debate whether or not a 
sound is made if there is 
no ear around to hear it.  
Rosarians, however, are 

becoming increasingly aware that the date of European introduction of Chinese 
roses doesn't reflect their antiquity. According to Dr. Wang Guoliang, who 
visited the Sacramento Historic Rose Garden on October 12th, many of today's 
China roses were grown during the Song Dynasty, which extended from 964 to 
1254 AD.   

Dr. Wang, a professor at China's Forestry Department of Jiangsu Province, 
has been studying roses of Chinese origin for more that thirty years. He visited 
several California gardens during his recent trip to the United States. It was 
pouring rain when he visited his first garden, Berkeley Botanic Garden.  Sacra-
mento's weather was wonderful, with a blue sky dotted with fluffy white 
clouds.  It was a perfect day for looking at roses, and Dr. Wang studied them 
intently, talking to us about what he observed and taking photographs and cut-
tings. He was joined by Fred Boutin, Howard Higson, Director of Horticulture 
at Quarryhill Botanical Garden, and a number of cemetery volunteers.  

Dr. Wang said that some  roses have been misidentified in the West.  The 
rose we grow as 'Fun Jwan Lo,' also known as “Odorata 22449,” was 
brought to the United States by the United States Department of Agriculture 
plant explorer, Frank N. Meyer. It's a climber with a slight fragrance and a 
regrettable tendency to mildew.  Dr. Wang said that it is not the Chinese rose 
known as 'Fun Jwan Lo,' which is very fragrant, has more than 80 petals, and 

“Magnolia Cemetery China” In The Old Sacramento City 
Cemetery Historic Rose Garden 
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“Odorata” Rootstock, Blooming Generously In Mid-April, in an old Northern 
California cemetery.  Jill Perry, Curator of Roses, San Jose Heritage Rose Gar-
den1.   From personal experience, I can say that some, if not all, of our 
“Odorata” Rootstock roses are strongly scented of Violets.  — JMJ 

is always a shrub.1. When we asked Dr. Wang what he thought our rose was in 
China, he shrugged and said, “Probably an understock.” Certainly, that's how 
it has been used in California and elsewhere. We still find it surviving in ceme-
teries long after whatever was budded onto it is long gone.  

Dr. Wang also did not agree that our 'White Pearl in Red Dragon's 
Mouth' is the Chinese 'Chi Long Han Zhu.’  All of America's 'WPIRDM' are 
shrubs, although some are very dwarf and some grow tall, building cane-on-

Jeri Jennings 
Photo 

“Bengal Fire” 
Also In Commerce As 

“Bengal 
Crimson,” 

and as  
‘Sanguinea.’ 

 

Under any name, this 
large, vigorous, 

continuous-blooming plant 
is disease-free in Coastal 

Southern California 
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cane.  Dr. Wang says that Chinese roses with “dragon” in their name are 
climbing roses.  The names of Chinese roses are not only poetic, they also de-
scribe the rose's characteristics.  “Chi” means “red,” “Long” means 
“dragon,” “Han” means “in the mouth,” and “Zhu” means “white center.”  

Dr. Wang talked about the fragrance of roses, and said that rugosas were 
known in China over 1000 years ago and were one of the sources of fragrance 
in China roses. He felt that China roses were wrongly accused of not having 
fragrance, and that some varieties have a fragrance very similar to 'Double 
Delight.'   He detected that fragrance in 'Cels Multiflora,' a rose which seemed 
familiar to him and which Fred says has been found in many California loca-
tions.  Dr. Wang said that the other primary sources of fragrance in Chinese 
roses are R. odorata and R. gigantea.   

Dr. Wang said that wild banksiae roses have prickles, unlike the cultivated 
varieties which were brought to the West. He said that Hunan province has a 
long history of cultivating R. roxburghii plena, and that only R. roxburghii 
simplex is found in the wild.  

He also took cuttings of “Bengal Fire,” and was very interested in 
it.  Both he and Fred collected its hips.  While this rose is grown in this coun-
try, England and elsewhere in Europe under several names, Dr. Wang did not 
offer a Chinese identity for it.   

 It's possible that some roses that are said to have originated in Europe or 
the USA are ancient Chinese roses.  For example, the 'Green Rose,' or 
'Viridiflora,' supposedly originated in South Carolina.  However, Dr. Wang 
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said that it has been known for centuries in China.  While it's possible that this 
mutation, which causes the sepals to grow like petals, has occurred more than 
once, perhaps the South Carolina rose came from China.  Dr. Wang believed 
that the rose that we grow as 'Napoleon' is another old Chinese cultivar.  
Could the name “Napoleon” have been put onto a rose of Chinese origin? Fred 
pointed out that 'Napoleon' is a triploid, and that we won't know for sure the 
Chinese rose is the same until it's found to have the same ploidy. 'Napoleon'  

 

 

 

 

 

 

appears to be a form of ‘Old Blush’, and has typical wrinkles on its petals. 

‘Fortune’s Double Yellow’ was grown in ancient gardens as long ago as 
the Song Dynasty and maybe longer.  It was grown in pots, which is still how 

Not A Dragon 
After All??? 

 

Dr. Wang Guoliang 
Says That The Rose Identified 

By Hazel Le Rougetel  
Is Not, In Fact, 

‘White Pearl In Red 
Dragon’s Mouth’ 

 

If It Is Not A “Dragon,”  
It Remains An Excellent 

Ever-Blooming 
Garden Rose 

The names of Chinese roses are not only poetic, 
they also describe the rose's characteristics.  “Chi” 
means “red,” “Long” means “dragon,” “Han” means 
“in the mouth,” and “Zhu” means “white center.”  



 

 

the Chinese grow 
many trees and flow-
ers.  The Chinese 
tradition of container 
gardening goes back 
for millennia, and 
fragments of pots 
from 7,000 years ago 
have rose-like pat-
terns.  Dr. Wang said 
that “bon sai” in 
Chinese simply 
means “pot cultiva-
tion,” and that the 
Chinese and Japa-
nese characters are 
the same.  He 
pointed out that Ja-
pan was open to 
Western exploration 
much earlier than 
China was, so we 
think that things 
originated in Japan 
that in fact were first 
in China. 

 

To Enquire about “Mystery Roses” the special edition of “Rosa 
Mundi,” visit the website of the Old Sacramento City Cemetery’s Historic 
Rose Garden: 

http://www.cemeteryrose.org/ 

 It was a wonderful day, one in which all of the work that volunteers have 
put into the cemetery garden was evident and clearly worthwhile.  The garden 
was fresh and clean, with raindrops still on the roses. As Fred commented, this 
was exactly the reason that we have the garden, preserving roses so that they 
can be studied.  

While in the United States, Dr. Wang spoke at Quarryhill Botanic Garden and to 
the Manhattan Rose Society. An article written by Dr. Wang about “Rare Chinese Rose 
Species and Ancient Cultivars” is in Mystery Roses, a special edition of the Heritage 
Rose Foundation's Rosa Mundi.  We have several of these books for sale.  He is writing 
a book on Chinese roses, which initially will be published only in Chinese.  

Our commonly-found Rootstock NOT-R. odorata 

4A 
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Restoring Historic Roses  
To An Old Nevada City Cemetery:  

Pine GrovePine Grove  
By Kathy Hammes 

 

Nevada City, Ca Winter 2008. Enter two women, 150 years or 
so later. Joy Feller and Kathy Hammes are two Nevada County 

Pine Grove 
Cemetery 

 

In 2011 
(Above — Kathy 
Hammes Photo) 

 
And In 2006 

(Right, On A Gold 
Coast Visit, Before 

Restoration) 
Anita Clevenger 

In A Jeri Jennings Photo 
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history buffs with a confessed weakness 
for old roses.  

This is their story: 

We had visited the Old Sacramento Historic Cemetery that April to see the 
old roses there,  and were floored by what we saw.  Speechless is a better 
word. That did it for us-no turning back.  

We visited the Pine Grove Cemetery, and saw a possible opportunity to do 
something different – replant the old roses back into the cemetery and preserve 
the existing ones that were still there. Not the whole 10 acre cemetery mind 
you. But the section that offered the most promise — the Masonic section, 
which still had a functioning water system.   

So with the old adage, nothing ventured, nothing gained, a call was placed 

Why We Collect and Preserve: 

(Above) Gold Coast Members at Pine Grove 
Cemetery, June, 2006 

Weed-Grown & Dry, Before Restoration . . . 
 

Mel Hulse collected “Linsley Plot Quar-
tered Pink” (See Right) from this plot in 
Pine Grove.  A clone was donated to the 

Sacramento City Cemetery. 

The struggling, plant was subsequently lost 
from Pine Grove.  It was replaced with a 

young plant, donated by  
Sacramento City Cemetery Historic  

Rose Garden Volunteers. 
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to the folks at Hooper & Weaver Mortuary.  

Their funeral director at the time was Bob Ang-

Little Mary Tower’s “Pale Pink Noisette” 
A Pine Grove Cemetery Survivor 

ove who also just happened to be a Mason. We presented our plan to him and 
he gave us permission on behalf of the local lodge.  

Pine Grove screamed for attention.   

Where to begin?  
We started with the survivors, pruning out all the old dead wood, remov-

ing un-needed trees and brush and removing lower branches on the larger trees. 
We sure made a lot of brush piles for the maintenance staff at Hooper & 
Weaver to haul away! The same procedure was followed in the Masonic sec-
tion where we were going to plant. If the plots needed soil amendment it was 

Christian Beckman,  
Born In Norway,  

Died, 1884 

A Proud Pine Grove Survivor  

‘Alba Odorata’  H. bracteata, 1834 



 

 

added.  

It all got noticed!  We became a known presence with serious intent.  

Next the fun part-which roses to replant?  We chose to plant as many 
classes of old roses as possible, using the Sacramento Historic Cemetery as our 
guideline. One difference:  The elevation at the Pine Grove cemetery is 2600ft. 
— so snow and cold are factors as well as the deer.  

Cuttings, slips, donations and purchases started the process. In addition we 
planted perennials, bulbs and shrubs with historic provenance.  In planting the 

‘Manetti’  
Hybrid Noisette/NoisetteBred by Giuseppe 

Manetti (Italy, before 1835)  

“Ragged Robin”  
Plantier (France, 1825);  

Int., France by Vibert bef. 1836 as 
'Gloire des Rosomanes'.  

Lovely Pine Grove Rootstock Reversions: 
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Pine Grove Cemetery In Spring, 2006 



 

 

GOLD COAST MEMBERS SCORE AWARDS! 
American Rose Society 

2011 Fall National Convention & Rose Show, Oct. 2011 

The Award For Best FOUND Rose 
Was won by Gold Coaster Jim Delahanty, with  

“Bud Jones” 
Arrangement Awards To Gold Coasters: 

Oriental Award, Princess,  
and Duchess Awards to Hetty Shurtleff 

Trophy:  Sue Diller 
Trophy:  Barbara Schneider 

Pine Grove Cemetery, continued                                                   Continue To Page 10 

Pine Grove Cemetery In Spring, 2011 
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roses, we mixed once bloomers with the remontants to extend the bloom cycle.  

As we enter our third year in the cemetery the rose count stands at 87.  In 
the fall of 2010 Robin Reamer joined us as an Old Rose Curator in-training, 
her helping hand invaluable. The spring of 2011 offered a good bloom cycle 
despite extended cold and wet weather. 

To our surprise we were honored by the Masons at a dinner in September.  
Most importantly, they gave us a check to buy two metal arches for the old 
climbers.  

Now, in November, the roses are beginning their winter rest.   

Looking ahead to Spring, we see a possible spring tour by the Nevada 
County Historical Society —  their focus, a group of well-known local pio-
neers who rest in Pine Grove. This tour, of course, will be timed to display the 
spring bloom for most of Pine Groves’ old roses!  

Roses For Emma Mira 
Wife Of Edward Williams, Died Dec. 12, 1870, Age 34 Years 

And Their Son, Herbert Albert, Died In 1865, Age 8 Years 

A Stone In The Pine Grove Cemetery 
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So that’s the current status.  

All members of the Heritage 
Rose Groups are invited to view 
our progress when you are up this 
way. Look out spring 2012!!  

The Pine Grove Rose Curators:  
Kathy Hames, Joy Feller and 

Robin Reamer.  
 

Continue To Pg. 15 & 16 For 
More Pine Grove Images 

Pine Grove, Winter And Spring 

—Janelle Michel Photo 

— Kathy Hammes Photo 

— Kathy Hammes Photo 
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HOW FOUND 
ROSES ARE 

NAMED 
It is now standard practice to 
give a study name to a found 
mystery rose.  Usually the name 
is determined by the site — 
grave plot, cemetery, town, or 
other place — where the rose 
was discovered; thus, we have 
unidentified roses with names 
such as “Durst Plot,” “Forest 
Ranch Pom-Pom,” “Old 
Homestead.”  Or it can be 
named for the person or persons 
associated with the rose:  
“Pulich Children,” “Anna 
Sofia.”  Sometimes the color 
and/or class of rose is added:  
“Moser House Pink Stripe,” 
“Honeymoon Cottage Purple,” 

“Bell Street Tea,” “Magnolia Cemetery Rose.” 

Note that the study name is in double quotation marks (unlike known culti-
vated roses whose names are enclosed in single quotation marks). 

When found roses are sold, sometimes the letters ROR follow the name on 
the label, meaning “renamed old rose,” and sometimes, if it has been shown 
that a certain rose had been promoted under an incorrect name, the label may 
begin with “NOT . . . ” or “Rose sold as . . . ” 

While there are no hard and fast rules and regulations concerning the naming 
of these old, unidentified roses, past practice has developed into a present 
system of nomenclature that is helpful for rose lovers of every ilk. 

—  Darrell g.h. Schramm 
Editor;  National Heritage Roses Group 

“Rose Letter” 

“Phillips & Rix Climbing China 
Blazes Yellow As It Slides Into Dormancy 

In Camarillo 

“In some convenient corner of the Rose Garden there should be a bower, 
boarded and roofed and floored, with seats and table containing drawers for 
catalogues and tools, and a cupboard for the crockery of five o’clock tea.” 

— Dean Hole, in “Our Garden” 



 

 

Great Rosarians Of The World 
GROW 12 WEST: DATE & HONOREE SET 

 

Clair Martin tells us that dates and an honoree are set for the 12th 
Edition of Great Rosarians Of The World. 

Jan. 21 & 22, 2012 
at the Huntington Library & Botanical Garden 

San Marino, CA 

Speaker/Honoree: 

Alain Meilland 
The Cost:  $50.00 
(Covers Both Days) 

 

For Information On Registering,  
Contact Clair Martin at clairgmartin@mac.com  

or call 626.241.2181 
 

For Information On The Venue, See: http://www.huntington.org/ 
 

For An Account of November, 2011, Windstorm Damage 
To The Huntington Gardens, See: 

http://huntingtonblogs.org/2011/12/windstorm/ 
 
 
 

For An Account Of Windstorm Damage To 
The Nearby Los Angeles Co. Arboretum (Arcadia, CA) See: 

http://www.arboretum.org/ 
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Pine Grove, Winter And Spring 

Janelle Michel Photo 

Kathy Hammes Photo 

Janelle Michel Photo 



 

 

Pine Grove 
Cemetery Roses 

 

Above & Left: 
Unidentified 

Hybrid China Rose 

(Kathy Hammes Photos) 

Above & Left: 
“The Skillet Rose” — 

‘Alba Odorata’ 
(R. bracteata J.C. Wendl. X Tea;  Mariani, 1834) 

(Jeri Jennings Photos) 
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Tour Announced: 

Great Gardens 
Of Britain 

Part II 
 

A Tour Led by Clair Martin 
 

June 10 through June 19, 2012 
 

(Fly into Heathrow Airport Monday, June 11,  
Depart on Thursday, June 19, Welcoming Dinner, June 18) 

 
The List of Gardens, Still Being Negotiated, May Include:  

Sissinghurst Castle Garden, Knole, Hever Castle & Garden, Leeds 
Castle, Great Dixter House & Gardens, Nymans, RHS Garden Wis-
ley, Chelsea Physic Garden, Ecclectson Square Garden, Hatfield 
House, Mottisfont Abbey & Gardens, Woolerton Old Hall, Austin 
Rose Nursery, The Manor House Upton Grey, HRH Highgrove 
Gardens. 
 
The cost is being negotiated but will cover all hotels, all breakfasts, mini-
mum of 6-8 dinners, venue entrance fees, and a luxury coach for  
transportation between venues. 
 

Tour Will Be Limited To 25-30 Persons 
 

For More Information,  
Contact Clair Martin at clairgmartin@mac.com  

or call 626.241.2181 
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Mark Your 2012 Mark Your 2012 
Calendars Now!Calendars Now!  

News From The Sacramento City Cemetery 

Historic Rose Garden 
In Celebration Of The Sacramento Historic Rose Garden's  

20th Anniversary  
A Symposium Has Been Scheduled For 

Oct 12-14, 2012 
Details Are Still “In The Works,” But  The Schedule Will Include 

Rose Sales!  
A Friday Night Reception & Cemetery "Lantern Tours," 

Speakers, Lunch & Dinner 
Saturday, In The California Auto Museum 

And A Sunday Morning Of Tours In The Rose Garden, 
With “Time To Schmooze,” and Visit The Roses 

The event is co-sponsored by the Heritage Rose Foundation and the Heri-
tage Rose Group, among others. 

Teas, Chinas, Noisettes, Polyanthas & Hybrid Perpetuals should be in mag-
nificent fall bloom, with hips are ripening on many once-bloomers, and the 
weather is usually perfect!   

Within an hour to an hour-and-a-half drive, visit:  Gold Rush-era cemeter-
ies, some of which are having roses restored - Empire Mine State Park, with 
its old roses - Quarry Hill Botanical Garden with its Chinese species roses - 
Berkeley Botanical Garden - Oakland's Morcom Rose Garden - the San 
Jose Heritage Rose Garden and the San Jose Municipal Rose Garden! 

DETAILS SHOULD BE AVAILABLE IN JAN. 2012 
Watch The Website:  http://www.cemeteryrose.org/ 
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Mark Your 2012 Calendars Now! 
News From The 

Sacramento City Cemetery 

Historic Rose Garden 
In Celebration Of The  

Sacramento Historic Rose Garden's  

20th Anniversary  
A “Very Special” Spring  

Open Garden  
Is Planned For  

April 21, 2012 
Bloom should be at its peak for this Spring Event.  The Cemetery’s 
Spring Open Garden is always special, to this year, it should be An 

Event Not To Be Missed! 

Visit The Website For Updates: 
http://www.cemeteryrose.org/ 

‘Shailer’s Province’ 
In The Sacramento City 
Cemetery Historic Rose Garden 
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Historic Rose Garden 
In Springtime 

R. banksia 
Lutea 

And 

“Phillips & Rix 
Climbing China” 
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Bread and Roses 
 

As we come marching, marching in the beauty of the day 
A million darkened kitchens, a thousand mill-lofts gray 

Are touched with all the radiance that a sudden sun discoses 
For the people hear us singing:  Bread and Roses, Bread and Roses. 

 
As we come marching, marching, we battle, too, for men —  
For they are women’s children, and we mother them again. 
Our lives shall not be sweated from birth until life closes —  

Hearts starve as well as bodies:  Give us Bread, but give us Roses! 
 

As we come marching, marching unnumbered women dead 
Go crying through our singing their ancient song of Bread; 
Small art and love and beauty their drudging spirits knew —  

Yes, it is Bread we fight for — but we fight for Roses too! 
 

As we come marching, marching, we bring the Greater Days —  
The rising of the women means the rising of the race —  

No more the drudge and idler — ten that toil where one reposes —  
But a sharing of life’s glories:  Bread and Roses, Bread and Roses! 

— James Oppenheim 



 

 

‘Le Pactole’ 
When shown the Tea Rose, ‘Le Pactole’, Dr. Wang Guoliang is said 

to have commented about the petals being like those of a chryanthemum. 

That’s a very good description of this rose!  I’ve heard the petals 
described as “ribbon-like,” which is accurate, as far as it goes — but 
“like a chrysanthemum” makes a very clear word-picture. 

Are you familiar with ‘Le Pactole’?  Discovered in the old mining 
town of Sonora by Fred Boutin, this Tea Rose is well-suited to Southern 
California gardens.  In my coastal garden, it mildewed for its first 2-3 
years — a problem which it outgrew, with maturity.  

It’s grown to be a generous year-round bloomer, and a very big, very 
handsome plant, producing generous sprays of lovely “chrysanthemum-
like” lemon-white blooms.   

 
‘Le Pactole’ is available from Vintage Gardens Rose Nursery: 

http://www.vintagegardens.com 
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“Chrysanthemum-Like” 
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“Working Hands” 
 

This isn’t a commercial — honest.  Just a sincere recommendation. 

When I was a kid, spending a lot of time camping, and around boats, we 
all used a hand cream called “Pretty Hands.”  There was a companion product:  
“Pretty Feet.”  Both were without peer for healing and softening dry, cracked, 
roughened hands or sore, calloused feet.   

I haven’t seen “Pretty Hands” in years, but a while back, I found out that 
the product is still available as “Working Hands.” 

You won’t find “Working Hands” at the Supermarket, or in the drugstore 
cosmetics aisle.  Look for it, instead, at your local hardware/Home Improve-
ment store.  I’ve seen it at the Harbor Freight Outlet Store in Camarillo, but I 
buy it at B&B Hardware, 698 Mobil Ave, in Camarillo, and I bet other “DoIt” 
Centers carry the product. 

You can, however, buy directly from the source — where they also offer 
“Healthy Feet” — the current name for “Pretty Feet” — and the cost is 
slightly less.  (Free shipping for orders over $20.) 

http://okeeffescompany.com/index.php?page=working-hands 
You’re too late to make it a “stocking stuffer,” but do yourself a favor and 

pick up “Working Hands” before you head out for pruning and weed-pulling. 
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‘Purpurea’ 
(China, Chenault, France, 1930) 

 
This is another of those roses that floats around in commerce under 

multiple names.  It has been sold here and there as ‘Sanguinea’, but is dif-
ferent from the rose Vintage sells as ‘Sanguinea,’ which instead appears 
to be a match for “Bengal Fire.” 

If ‘Purpurea’ is a correct identification for it (which seems most 
likely according to current references) it was bred by Raymond Chenault, 
a French hybridizer who worked with Kordes, and with Ellen Willmott.  
(Are there clues in that history?)  The single blooms are cupped, with ran-
dom curling petaloids and an intensely-white central “eye.”  Stamens are 
golden, and the color in my garden is a very very dark red.   

Vintage Gardens obtained this rose from Antique Rose Emporium.  
They describe it as being “oddly scented for a China” and speculate that it 
might be a “hybrid with something descended from R. wichurana.” 

This Everblooming beauty would make a remarkably beautiful infor-
mal hedge. 
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(sung to Greensleeves) 13th Century English 
Translation By Lawrence Rosenwald 

 
The olde year now away is fled, 

The new year it is entered 
Then let us now our sins downtread 

And joyfully all appear 
Let's be merry this holiday 

And let us run with sport and play 
Han sorrow, let's cast care away -  
God send you a happy new year 

 

Come, give us more liquor when I do call 
I'll drink to each one in this hall 

I hope that so loud I must not bawl 
But unto me lend me an ear 

Good fortune to my master send 
And to my dame which is our friend 

God bless us all, and so I end 
And God send us a happy new year  
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Haven’t Renewed? 

IT’S PAST TIME 
TO RENEW! 

GOLD COAST HRG MEMBERSHIPS WERE 
DUE TO RENEW BY JANUARY 1 

 
Mail Membership Renewal Dues To: 

Gold Coast Heritage Roses Group 
22 Gypsy Lane, Camarillo, CA 93010-1320 

 

MAKE CHECKS IN THE AMOUNT OF  

$12.00 (PRINT FORMAT)  
OR  

$10.00 (DIGITAL FORMAT)  
PAYABLE TO GOLD COAST HRG 

 
Name 
 
Address          
 
City   
 
State        Zip Code                   Phone    (            )  
      
       

              Area Code 
 
EMAIL ADDRESS: 

(NECESSARY FOR DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTIONS) 



 

 

‘Mutabilis 

TIME TO 

RENEW! 
GOLD COAST HRG MEMBERSHIPS ARE 

RENEWABLE ON JANUARY 1, 2012 
 

(See Page 25) 

“The China From Adina” 


